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The Gawis 4D™ all-in-one measurement system performs a number of critical measurement 
tasks in a highly-efficient manner. The Gawis 4D system provides the highly accurate and  
repeatable measurement data necessary to effectively manage bottle and preform design  
efforts as well as the support of production quality activities. 

The Gawis 4D features streamlining laboratory operations and improving measurement 
throughput. Once a sample is placed, a rotary lift table provides 360° of rotation, allowing  
measurement at any position around the sample. Precise vertical and rotary positioning  
guarantees that measurements are performed consistently every time, on every sample— 
preventing human error, unnecessary adjustments and incorrect data.

ADVANCED VISION TECHNOLOGY  
FOR PRECISE DIMENSIONAL GAUGING
The Gawis 4D system incorporates the most advanced vision measurement technology. High 
pixel density camera components and enhanced telecentric optics increase throughput and 
promote dimensional measurements with statistically distinct categories and minimal process 
variation for individual measurements. 
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DIMENSIONAL 
MEASUREMENT

BODY 
Telecentric optics are incorporated 
into the Gawis 4D to ensure that every 
measurement is accurate and repeat-
able regardless of container size, shape 
or distance from the camera. Built-in job 
fl exibility makes it possible to perform 
multiple measurements simultaneously 
and at any location, including measure-
ment across fl ats and corners of square 
and rectangular containers. An increase 
in the number of measurements does not 
increase measurement time.
•  Diameter/Width unlimited 

measurements anywhere on the body
•  Diameter Min/Max anywhere on the 

container body
•  Searchable Min/Max ability to 

determine min and max values 
within a defi ned area or panel

•  Out-of-round Max ability to compute 
max out-of-round in a search window

• Height overall
• Finish Tilt
•  Lean multiple defi nable areas available 

(i.e. body, neck and total bottle)

FINISH 
The unique design of the Gawis 4D 
imaging system, along with advanced 
measurement algorithms, provides 
the capability to measure an extensive 
range of fi nish dimensions on bottles 
and preforms, with the highest precision 
and repeatability. Jobs can be confi gured 
for single or multiple combinations of 
fi nish measurements, without sacrifi cing 
throughput. A large library of industry 
standard fi nish measurement routines 
is provided with each system. These are 
each customizable to meet the needs of 
the application. 
• T, E, A, B, F, D, H, L, W, S, K
• Multiple thread starts
• Radius and angle

BASE 
CLEARANCE
The Gawis 4D incorporates 
a built-in gauge to provide 
container base clearance 
measurements.
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Precision 10x greater than typical container design specifi cations



THICKNESS AND
MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION

MEASUREMENT
The Gawis 4D system utilizes Agr’s proprietary and proven infrared spectrometer light technology to perform thickness 
measurements. This method off ers fast and precise thickness measurement without contacting the container or preform 
and is compatible with most colors as well as a range of polymer materials. A major advantage of this technology is the 
speed and accuracy of measurement, making it possible to measure thickness at discrete points or perform scans of a 
vertical or horizontal region for analyzing material distribution. Multiple locations and regions can be measured on the 
container or preform without sacrifi cing testing throughput.

MATERIAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
SCANS
In addition to measuring discrete locations 
on a container, the Gawis 4D can also 
perform material distribution scans and 
provide graphic representation of material 
distribution over the region scanned. 
•  Vertical scan - provides a distribution 

map of the vertical sidewall. Scans can be 
programmed at 1⁰ increments and cover 
the full length of the sample. 

•  Horizontal scan – provides a map of 
material distribution around the circum-
ference of the sample. Horizontal scans 
can be performed at 1mm increments 
from the base on most containers.

DISCRETE 
MEASUREMENT 
POINTS
Gawis 4D off ers an operator the ability to 
defi ne discrete locations on the container 
for thickness measurement. This can be a 
single measurement or a series of measure-
ments on the same plane, or at diff erent 
locations and rotational angles. Once a job 
is defi ned, measurements are performed 
exactly the same way on every sample. HEEL

SIDEWALL

SHOULDER
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USER INTERFACE

Quick access to 
key information 

Simultaneous 
display of results, 
live image, job 
and sample details

Confi gurable display:
• Live measurement data
• Vision image (dimensional)
• Thickness graphs
• Job setup
• Logs, statistics, and diagnostics
• Historical data

Large touch panel user interface with swipe and zoom capability



EASY JOB CREATION
AutoJob™

This capability is designed to simplify job setup by provid-
ing automated recognition of key fi nish measurements on 
a sample. With this feature, when creating a new job, the 
operator can simply select the AutoJob mode and place the 
sample in the system. The Gawis 4D will scan the sample, 
identify the standard fi nish measurements for that sample 
and incorporate them into the job. Operators can make addi-
tional adjustments or measurements as needed.

Measurement routines are pre-programmed to permit an 
operator to select a single measurement or combination 
of measurements for a particular job. Job setup is straight 
forward and intuitive yet provides the versatility to enable 
an operator to customize tests for the application at hand. 
Some of the many job creation tools include:

•  Defi nable nominal values, limits and warning 
borders for each measurement criteria

•  Symmetrical or individually defi ned limit and 
warning values

•  Ability to set common measurements 
at multiple locations

•  Ability to view and test all adjustments in live mode, 
with an actual image to complete the setup process

Once test routines are programmed, test start and job 
changes are easily accomplished. The operator simply 
selects the job, loads the sample and initiates the test. 



Agr reserves the right to alter design and/or specifications without notification.   *transparency to infrared light required for thickness measurement
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ROBOTIC HANDLING 
The Gawis 4D, using Industry 4.0 communication protocols, 
is robot ready. Utilizing robotic handling offers an automated 
approach to container and preform quality assurance testing. 
Robotic handling facilitates “walk-away” testing of complete 
batches of bottles or preforms. The robotic handling option 
can be equipped with bottle or preform trays specifically 
designed for ease of use, hands-free operation and optimum 
throughput. 

MULTIPLE MATERIALS  
Gawis 4D utilizes a range of wave lengths within the IR 
band for thickness measurement and has the capability to 
customize calibrations for many polymer materials other 
than PET. Calibrations for non-PET materials are saved with 
a specific job. When the job is selected, the calibration is 
automatically changed for the material specified in the job. 
Measurement capabilities are based on the optical charac-
teristics of the materials and the ability of light (IR) to pass 
through the material.

 •  High pixel density, compact industrial USB3 camera and enhanced  
telecentric lighting optimized for maximum measurement precision

•  Universal centering device for precise sample positioning 
• Powerful, easy-to-use system software 
•  Removable light-tube permits dimensional measurement of filled  

and closed containers 
•  Automatic base clearance measurement 

OTHER FEATURES

INDUSTRY 4.0
Industry 4.0 standard communication protocols, including 
OPC and XML with TCP/IP connectivity on all data points, have 
been incorporated into the Gawis 4D. These protocols support 
data export, remote job setup/management and communica-
tion with other devices and process management systems.


